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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Thursday 14th January 2021

Spellings.
1. whole 4. children
2. child 5. most
3. wild 6. both

Handwriting.



Punctuation ladder.

Today we are using commas in a list. Read the sentence and decide 
where the commas need to go. Write out the sentence. 

today I am wearing jeans a tshirt a jumper and my 
new boots 



Phonics

• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today 
is ‘ur’ in hurt.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/4HwOJK75/aHsthmEj

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/uK3U7M05/VbipquYQ

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/4HwOJK75/aHsthmEj
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/uK3U7M05/VbipquYQ




Today we are continuing to learn about persuasive writing. At the end of 

the topic, we will be writing our own persuasive writing to try to persuade 

the reader that either zoos are good places and they should visit, or they are 

bad places and should be banned.  

Watch the video below about persuasive writing for kids. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hD9arWXIddM&list=PLTCzXKdxBpDD2P

ap27TZUudIHGE5rgwSi

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hD9arWXIddM&list=PLTCzXKdxBpDD2Pap27TZUudIHGE5rgwSi


Persuasive Texts – Overview 

Some types of persuasive texts include:

- debates

- advertisements

- newspaper articles

- letters

- speeches.



Here is a simple structure of a persuasive text. We will be using this 
structure when we write our own persuasion texts about the zoo.  



Here is an example of a simple persuasive text. The aim of the text is to 
persuade the reader that children should learn to swim. 



This shows how the text has been written using the structure we have 
just seen…



Here is another simple persuasive text. Read the text then see if you 
can write each part of the text onto the structure grid on the next 
page.  You will need to draw the structure grid onto some paper if you 
are working from home. 





















• Today we are going to be learning more about living things.

• Begin by playing these games…

• https://wordwall.net/resource/7300135/science/y2-living-or-non-living

• https://wordwall.net/resource/3062218/science/living-or-non-living-year-2

Science

https://wordwall.net/resource/7300135/science/y2-living-or-non-living
https://wordwall.net/resource/3062218/science/living-or-non-living-year-2


Living things

▪ What do you think all living things have in common?

▪ How would you describe the characteristics of living things?

▪ Do non-living things have any of these characteristics?

• How can you tell the difference between something that is alive and something that 
is not alive?



Characteristics of living things.
Look at the pictures below. What characteristic of living things do you think they show?



Characteristics of living things.
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Characteristics of living things.
Look at the pictures below. What characteristic of living things do you think they show?



• Living things eat, breath, grow/move, reproduce (make more 
of itself/ have babies), excrete (poo/ wee!).

• Watch the video clip. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9qGI4Ju8ak

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9qGI4Ju8ak


Make a poster to show me what characteristics living 
things all have. Make it bright and colourful, use the 
vocabulary provided and add pictures. Here are some 
examples to give you some ideas but you can do them 
however you want to. I cannot wait to see your posters!



Living things

Think about our snails at 
school…

Do they show signs of 
having all of these 
characteristics?



Living or not living?

Does the car have any 
of the characteristics 
we have identified? 

A car:
~ moves
~ eats… fuel!

Is it alive? Why not?



For something to be classified as living it will have 
all of the characteristics, even if we cannot see 
them happening.

For example:

We cannot see plants eating, but they do need food!

We do not usually see plants moving on their own 
(although some do- some flowers open their petals 
towards the sun, venus flytraps catch their prey) but 
plants do grow. 



Living things

▪ And just to finish off I thought you might like this song about living things…

▪ It’s called ‘Does is poop?’

▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5_3BFJFbRE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5_3BFJFbRE

